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Budget Finally Approved By Senate
r
I

By JIM ARNHOLZ
Of the Lobo Staff

In a marathon session lastine- until 4 a.m.
yesterday morning, the ASUNM senate passed a
budget totaling $255,377.79.
The budget will now go to the elections
commission and the student body will be informed
of the special election within ten days.
The session started at 7 p.m. Wednesday night
but hearings on the budget were delayed for three
and a half hours due to appointment confirmations
and what amounted to be a long filibuster by Sen.
James Chavez in opposition to a bill creating UNM
scholarships,
The bill would eventually replace minority
scholarships and Chavez was strongly opposed to it.
The bill was referred to committee after the lengthy
discussion.
CHAVEZ' FILIBUSTER attempt 'was met with
an emotional outburst by Sen. Gil Gonzales.
Gonzales stood up, pointed to the gallery and said,
"This is bullshit. We've got 30 organizations waiting
for the budget. J:?elaying them any longer is just
bullshit. Pd like to know what this body wants to
do and then do it."
The gallery responded with applause and the
budget hearings began.
The first item considered by the senate was the
general governmental appropriation. Again Chavez
voiced opposition 'to the proposed salary increases
for the ASUNM president and vice-president.
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE recommended
salaries of $300 a month for the president and $200
a month for the vice-president.
After a long series of intricate parliamentary
maneuvers, vice-president Janice. Arnold pushed
through a motion that increased the committee
recommendation$•·~ '" -~
The president· will receive a salary of
$275-a-month with a $75-a-month expense account
and the vice-president will receive $220-a-month
with $50-a-month expense account.
·
CHAVEZ WAS visibly upset as he sat in his chair
and repeated several times, cr1 don't believe it. ljust
don't believe it."
The ASUNM contribution to the Lobo was raised
to Perkal's initial proposal of $40,000. It had been
cut in committee to $36,606. Perkal told the
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the senators they would be hurting no one but the
students and any suggestion that he was increasing
the proposal to that figure because he was a law
student was "hogwash."
After a lengthy deliberation the senate settled on
an $18,045 amount for the program.
THE CULTURAL COMMITTEE
recommendation was cut from $29,000 to $27,000,
'l'he $2000 reduction was suggested by Sen. Dave
Pederson alter a motion by Sen. Chavez to cut the
amount by $5000 failed. The senate agreed on
Pederson's motion.
The Film Committee, the· center of controversy
for the past week, received $5000. The committee
will spend the money to purchase two new
projectors for the SUB theater.
The Public Relations Committee, officially
approved by the senate early in the session, received
$5720. This was a large cut in Perkal's request of
$12,000 for the committee.
'l'H E IN'l'ERN ATIONAL CENTER received
$9978 after a long discussion on a proposed $500
cutback on the center's request for its international
festival.
Gonzales requested the cutback but told the
center's director Shiame Okunor, he would welcome an appropriation bill should the festival need
tho money.
Chavez, who argued strongly for the $500 to
remain in the budget promised the bill would
submitted.
IN OTHElt appropriations actions the Senate
passed the following: general
governmental-$23,050; KUNM-$40,000; Speakers
Committeo-$17 ,050; Lobby-$10,000; Intramural
and Recreation Board·$6250; Crafts Area·$2600•
Duplicating Center-$805; UNM. Child Car~
Coo.perqtive-$7000; ASUNM Scholarship
Fund·$6226; ASUNM Senate-$27,753; Students for
Environmental Action·$672.25; BalJet
Folklorico-$2267; Black Student Union·$2002;
Kiva Club-$4296; Project Conscjo-$6147.85;
Agora-$5067; and Women's Coordinating
Committce·$668.
m other senate action Barbara Simmons, a third
year law student was confirmed as chief justice of
the student court and Bill Piatt was confirmed as
attorney general.

'

(Photo by Richard Bowman)

Wednesday night'$ m~rathon. Senate meeting
lasted until 4'~·oo·a.in. 'l,hiirsday morning.
senators he favored the higher proposal because he.
had planned on clinical education credits being
given to Lobo staffers, Because clinical education is
not yet a reality, Perkal asked that the original
proposal be reinstated. Finance committee
chairperson Gil Gonzales supported the move.
PERKAL'S EFFORTS to increase the Clinical
Law appropriation to $23,000 failed. Pcrkal told

Resolution CallsHeady'sAction 'DeplorOb./e'
By JIM ARNHOLZ

him the incentive to stand up to
political pressure," she said.
'With only two senators
Sen. Cathy Mendius said she
abstaining and none voting did not oppose McDonald but was
against, the _ASUNM Senate displeased with Heady's handling
passed a harshly worded of the situation.
"I'M NOT OPPOSED to the
reso I u tion early Thursday
morning condemning UNM McDonald appointment. The main
President Ferrel Heady's actions thing rm upse~ with is the way
in the selection of a new athletic that Heady handled the matter.
He created the council arid then
director.
Monday afternoon the Regents by-passed their recommendations
selected Lavon McDonald as the from what I understand."
Sen. Debbie Melton also
new athletic director over the
Athletic Council's strong expressed displeasure- with what
recommendation of Bob King. she called Heady's failure to take
McDonald's name was submitted the council's recommendation
by Heady after McDonald had "into consideration."
been passed over by the council.
"The council is set up to make
The resolution called the recommendations. I think they
manner in which Heady handled made what they felt to be the best
the situation ''deplorable." The choice and Heady didn't take this
senate said in the resolution into consideration/'she said.
THE SENATE took the
Heady should be "censured for his
failure to act responsibly and resolution into consideration in an
uphold the integrity of the. executive ses5ion.
ASUNM President Ross Perkal
Athletic Council and the
tequested the reporters present to
university."
Heady had not received the remain in an "off the record"
tesolution when the Lobo went to position but after the gaJiery was
press and would make no removed, Sen. Kit Goodfriend
pi'esen'ted a motion that the
comment.
ASUNM VICE·PRESlDENT reporters leave the room also. The
Janice Atnold said she hoped the senate then heard Perkal's
resolution would give Heady the' comments ht private.
The text of the resolution
''incentive to stand up to the
political pressures" he faced in his follows:
''THE STUOENT senate of the
office.
University
of New Mexico hereby
"I ihink it was very necessary·
for the 'senate to take a stand on denounces the deplorable manner
this. I hope (the resolutionf gives in which the President of UNM
Of the Lobo Staff

chose to deal with the
recommendation of the Athletic
Council concerning ihe selection
of a new Athletic Director.
President Heady had a
fundamental obligation to inform
the council of his displeasure with

GSA VP

their selection, procedure or
rc~commendation. Instead he
chose to. make the council a
scapegoat for his decision.
''THE DE M 0 C RAT 19
processes of UNM have been
subverted by the introduction of

political influence into the
decision-making process. Ferrel
Heady should be censured for his
failure to act responsibly and
uphold the integrity of the
ALhletic Council and the
university."

Candida+~

Ha'rdy: ·overcome Apathy•
By RICH ROBERTS

lot within the framework of the
university. I want to work with
In her decision to run for him in cou neil or wherever
vice-president. of the. Graduate necessary."
Student Association Fritzi Hardy
The graduate studeht apathy
electrical engin~ering, said was hitting the council hard, she
"basically Pm not running on said, which is one reason she
what I want to do but on my past decided to run.
.
Hardy last semester sponsored a
experience with the council and
on furthering GSA in whatever bill in council which passed
capacity.''
providing $25 to each graduate
She said her participation in the representative who turned up at
council last year enabled her to the f ol!owing council meeting
see how the council was run; she should a quorum not be reached.
thoughL the council could be run Quorum was declared at the
better and the council could do following meeting, however.
in ore
than debate d'e t;i Is
"I consider the bill a legitimate
endlessly. .
use of the council funds,'' she
One of her motives fi:>r running, said, "even if it's only $1. Student
she said, was a result of her apathy. is what Pm running
working last year with Stan Read, against."
GSA president and sole candidate
In her years at UNM as lUT
for that office this year.
undergraduate and graduate
"When he decided to run, I student she said she knew more
decided to flle to be able to work _ people on the main' campus than
with him to get his programs
did perhaps her opponent, Tom
acrdss," Hardy said. "He's done a Foy, but the trouble to get them
Of the Lobo Staff

out to vote was the same as trying
to get people to the council
meetings.
Hardy. said ~he fun~tion of the
quorum mcent1ve, as Jt was called
in the bill, was to reward those
who had been there every time in
the past year. It was not designed,
she noted, to punish . those
absent-they were simply not
rewarded.
"I think one reason for the
apathy is people don't see the $9
fee as getting things for them,"
Hardy said. "Aside from the
ASUNM services part of the $9
goes to things like SRAC (Student
Research Allocations Committee).
If We could entphasize this and
more, then I think we could
overcome some of this apathy."
. Another area she said she
thought the council should
continue was gaining recognition
of graduate students on faculty
committees with fuil voting rights.
· (continued on page 4)
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Ever see one of those cutsie choices. We can refuse to play the
signs that says "SEX! Now that game, we can play it like the boys
we have your attention . , . " and do (casual, sometiines
exploitative,
baby-baby-don'tthen goes on to inform you about
a philosophy colloquium or get·hooked-on-me), or play it as
something? Those signs, or more we would like to which means
precisely, that word, certainly making up new rules. Or better,
deciding in our own heads what it
wotk, There is nothing that
in t.crests us more than sex, is we want from sex, and from
nothing that makes our collective mP.n, and not settling for less. We
could opt for integrity.
heads turn so quickly, As a nation
Sex, we are told (why do we
we are preoccupied with it, and
whole industries are formed to have to be told?) is a human and ,_.
natural part of us. It's the one ~
cater to our fears and fantasies
thing we all have in common, the "' 'il
about it.
This (now that we have· your one act in which everything that is
'
aUention) is not because we as a warm and beautiful and joyful in
society are having such a great us should be allowed to show
sexual time of it, or because we all
itself. So why is sex so difficult,
a grec that sex is healthy, such an issue? The reasons are
wholesome and fun (like historical and cultural and serious
baseball), All those sales of musk and heavy; we all know that. We
oil and vibrators and how-to also know that each of us has a
books; all that talk and advertising certain amount of fears and
and therapy; all those energies hang-ups about it, which results in
directed at sex as a topic are not mistrust of possible or actual
because we know what we're partners. What can women do to
doing, but because we don't make it easier?
know. (It is my belief that one
The first thing women (and
reason people go to see porno men) can do is to realize that
movies is because they want to we're all our own worst critics. All
know if they're doing things right. of us have worries about our
Our only teacher is experience, sexuality, worries that are usually
.I
and how do we know if we've had hooked up with fears about
'
the right experiences?)
performance, our bodies, our
\
Good News, Bad News
images. What we all need is
I
As far as women are concerned, reassurance, to know that we're
mode1:n contraception and okay and not really being
loosening of the double standard constantly judged in some kind of
has bC'en beneficial in some ways. contest, Knowing that we are
Women who want to, can. But the basically good and worthwhile
:•:\·f'
other side of this js "sexual would result in fewer women
'
liberation" often means being able using sex for ego·tripping. (Any
to do all the things that men do, woman who doesn't know that
I~
in the same ways (hustling, etc.), . she is good and worthwhile needs
,,j'
without women deciding to get into a consciousness-raising
themselves what it is they want group.)
1
fiom sex-or from the men they
Another thing we could do
'(
do it with. The revolution (that's would be to think very long and
what it's been called) has at times hard about why we are sleeping
seemed to be a male plot to get with (or want to sleep with)
I'I
more women into the. game, whoever. Because it's a way to get
l
rather than a real reappraisal of status? Because you're lonely?
our attitudes and beliefs.
Because maybe someday later in
For a long time women were the future you'll get love and
not allowed to make their own affection and so forth? Because it
4'
rules-about sex or anything else. proves how modern you are? Or
Now that we're all in this sexual because he's a human being that
,, \
confusion (a more appropriate you· rate high enough to become
)
word than t'evoh1tion) and now intimate with?
..
The
third
thing
we
as
women
that women, for the most part,
I
can see that old male.sexual values can do is to stop believing that it
don't fit human relationships very is our role to please men. Few
(continued on page 4)
I
we II, ·we are left with three
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Not for Public Ears
During Wednesday night's senate
meeting the group went into executive
session to discuss a resolution concerning
UNM President Ferrel Heady's
recommendations for athletic director.
Prior to that discussion ASUNM
President Ross Perkal spoke to the Lobo
senate reporter and requested the reporter
to remain in the room during the
executive· session. Perkal asked the
reporter to consider the session "off the
record." He said there was background
information he thought would be helpful
in understanding the situation.
'rhe Lobo reporter agreed to consider
the session "off the record." This is not
an unusual arrangement between the press
and public officials.
Just prior to the executive session Sen.
Kit Goodfriend decided to make a game
of a very serious situation. She made a
motion that the press leave the room.
Enough senators were. sufficiently asleep
to raise their hands in agreement and the

1

reporter left.
Goodfriend successfully prevented the
reporter from gaining useful information
that would have possibly helped jn
explaining the senate's action to Lobo
readers.
After the session Goodfriend told the
reporter, "You're a swell guy but I don't
trust the press." ·
If Goodfriend wants to play at being a
senator she should do it on somebody
else's time, not the public's.
As for her not trusting the press she
would be wise in remembering that the
press does not go into executive sessions.
Public oWcials do that. And when they
do that they are no longer public.
Perkal made a nice try at keeping the
students informed of ASUNM actions and
that is appreciated. The next thing he
might do along those lines is sit down
with Goodfriend and attempt to explain
what "off the record" and
"backgrounder" means.
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Two $500 scholarships are
offered by the Phelps Dodg<>
Corporation with the stipulations
that some preference be made to
students who are the sons or
.E:> daughters of Phelps Dodge
.;§ employees in New Mexico,
g including employees of Phelps
·~ Dodge subsidiaries.
~
Applications may be obtained
"" in the Student Aids Office,
Scholarship Division, Mesa Vista
Z~ Hall,
Deadline date September 28,
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Rechartering Forms
As of 4:00 p.m., Thursd;!y,
September 20, the Student
Activities Center had not received
many rechartering forms from the
student organizations. In order for
an organization to be recognized
for the 1973·74 school year, these
forms must be turned into the
Student Activities Center by 5:00
p.m. on Friday, September 21.
Please contact the Activities
Center if your organization has
not received the rechartering
packet,

Las Chicanas
Las Chicanas will have an
organizational meeting Tuesday,
Sept. 25 at 7 p.m. in room 250-C
of the SUB.

Women's Center
There will be a Women's Center
Open House on Thursday and
Friday, Sept. 30 and 31, from 9
a.m. to 10 p.m. Also, on Friday,
there will be a Pot Luck Dinner at
5 p.m. All women are invited to
1824 Las Lomas for the open
house.

This letter is being written in times since I have been here have
reference to the series of articles the Greeks been a scapegoat
that have appeared lately in Ute and/or a whipping post for certain
Lobo concerning UNM's GL·cek people and organizations. Too
System. I am not at all sut·e what many times have I sat back and
the original purpose was in the refused La argue the significant
production of such jom·nalism role a fratf!rnily m· sorority may
with its fair share of misquotes play on any campus act'oss the
and out of context statements, nation for fear of blatant
but it seems to me that if good ignorance on the part of the
was intended (i.e., to present the listener,
'
Greeks as they exist today at
First, Ms. Gottlieb, let's go over
UNM, maybe?) it did more harm. the article you authored that
1 have been an active member of appeared Wednesday, Sept. 19,
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 1973. You have quoted me as
Fraternity since 1970 and saying, "People join [the Gi·eek
consider myself qualified to System] for a good time and
discuss the Greek System,
don't let anyone tell you any
Before I continue I would like different." I would have
to explain that I am writing this appreciated it greatly if you had
of my own accord and opinions kept that statement in context
expressed may be those of othet· with the rest of the quote I had
Greeks-on campus. To many discussed with you earlier
members of the university explaining that the statement was
community all this may sound made in reference to the initial
like umalignant nationalism" in interest paid by a rushee, being
reference to my feelings about the ·drawn ,to the idea of pledging a
Greek system but I cannot fraternity through word of mouth
apologize for this. 'roo many and/or actual participation in our

~fJrf ,_......~~.;.!'~~ ~:;'.!:";!:.~~:'::.""':::.~"':.~~:..."'t:...,..!."~'.:..,....:."-""'..:.."'!:.."'.;..~_,_~'*..""-"!..~""'..;.~..•..'"-,....~~~!'"~"!:f.;~ ....~, •

social events. Reasons for joining
any organization differ with each
individual and that quote by itself
is naive and irresponsible.
Concerning the question of
women joining a fraternity, Mr.
Koogler and I explained this in
great detail. Many fraternities
across the countl·y have developed
a coed living situation in theit·
houses but I do not know of any
fraternity that admits women into
the bonds proper. Most
ft·aternities have a women s
auxiliary which fot• all intensive
purposes allows the interested
women to become an integt·al pat·t
of theil' Cavol'ite f\·aternity.
Essentially, the ft·aternitiesarefor
men and the sororities are for
women, which I am sure most of
the ladies prefm· also. The reasons
mentioned during our interview
were more extensive than the
ridiculous emphasis placed on
visitation by members of the
opposite sex, that entire quote
being a good point but mOl'e in
jest than actual concern. No one'"ls

•...~:.!:;'."!..! }'

1

trying to hide that the men have
female visitors to Lheir rooms nor
are we tt·yjng to be the moral
abdicators of the university as you
so apUy misquote Koogler as
carefully saying visitation never
occurs. Now, you and I both
know that he said that with a
smile on his face and quite
jokingly.
I suppose any institution in this
country today is subjected to
criticism an·d "crossexamination," which is fine I
guess if done with responsibility.
Your article discusses politics,
values, and membet·ship in the
Greek System. Well, I hope the
answers obtained were
satisfactory to whoever we m·e
supposed to be answering to or
defending ourselves against. A
paranoic reactiOn? Yes, and
rightfully so, agreed? You ask if
fraternities or sororities have
made any effort to incl·ease the
numbers of racial minority
members. Well, I ask why should
we? The Greek System is •open to

~ :"!":!"$''!' -~ -~~~_f.;...-~,...,~.:!'.?.! .!,..": '"..:.·..!' .!_ ~-~.f,..""...8 .,11,;1'.!""~f/ .L'.,;'f ~".."'~ • ~• ~·.:.•..:!:.il..•. • .~,.•...• _ro
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V.V.A.W./W.S.O. Dance
There will be a dance on
Friday, Sept, 21 from 8 p.m. to
12 p.m. Music will be by Sweet
Chocolate, Films will be shown
from 3 p,m, to 8 p.m. Free
lemonade and cookies.

e've Lowered Our
Record Prices!
Albuquerque's largest Record & Tape Store
20 Top Selling labels Each Week

Reg. 5.98

Now 3.97 Au Tapes Now 4.99
Plus
Reg.
-Top 60 LP's ~Now 3.19--3.6
s.98
5.98

Art Work

3.19

3.19

Bill Cook
DANCE

~s.....

~'

School of

· eJ azz- Beginning
Thru Professional
• Ballet-offered
Cesar S. Mendoza

/

each and every student on this
campus who wishes to walk
through our doors. Also, each and
every member of a racial minority
group at UNM has the
opportunity to join an ethnic
oriented ot·ganization, including
Omega Psi Phi, an all black
fraternity. Also, Ms. Gottlieb,
what really disgusts me in this
area of discussion is the fact that
you mention that fraternities
"boast" of certain racial minority
members. Well, I'll tell you
something matam, we do not
"boast" about something like that
because it rarely crosses our minds
that the minority members in our
fraternity are anything but
ru1other fraternity brother with
his own individuality who needs
friendship and someone to care
about his problems like anyone
else and while our doors are open
w~ do not advocate tokenism
e'ither.
The Greek System has played a
significant role in college life since

Meetings every Tuesday night
upstairs in the SUB, Everyone is
invited to attend,

Art work from the summer
A.S.A. show should be picked up
as soon as possible in the gallery.
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BALLROOM • TAP
MUSICAL COMEDY

Greek System-Too Long a Scapegoat/Whipping Post
.

V.V.A.W./W,S.O Meeting

More Folk Dancing

l

Opinion·,··.·.···········. · ·

John Elnenberg, assistant
professor of political science, will
be tho guest at the Honors Center
coffee and talk session on Friday,
Sept. 21, from 1:30 p,m, to 4
p.m. The topic for informal
discussion is ''Mao's Political
Thought." Everyone is invited.
Coffee is free,

"Danzas De Aqucllas," the
performing gl'OU)l of Ballet
Folklorico a], UNM is offering
beginning classes in Mexican Folk
Dance at Carlisle Gym, Room
101, on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Students, staff and the general
public is invited to attend. No
previous experience is necessary.
Advanced classes are also being
offered which will st!u·t at 7:30
p,m. to 9:30 p.m. on the same
days and place. For more

Ismacl

Folk dancing is taught every
Friday night at 7 p.m. in room
176 of Johnson Gym.

I

'DOESN'T ANYBODY BELIEVE ANYONE IN THIS ADMINISTRATION
ANY MORE? NO, I'M NOT LEAVING!'

The weekly meeting of the
Student Veteran's Association will
be held Friday, Sept, 21 at 4 p.m.
in the back room of the Quarters
Lounge. All members and
interested persons are urged to
attend. For more information call
277-5727 or drop in at Room
2009, Mesa Vista-North anytime.

Jnformatiorl contact
Valenzuela at 256-7978,

Folk Ballet Classes

n,,,,~!!:

3.19

3.39

3.99

3.19

113 Alvarado .NE

Tamla

268-4704

We Have Thousands of Albums, Factory Sealed-
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-That Are Called Cut-Outs.

Not Used

Prices Begin at 99'

I

4514 Central SE

Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 1 0~9 PM
Sun. Noon-6 PM
Across from the Ramada lnn-1 ~ miles East of UNM

A&M

Fritzi lJardy . . .
(continued {rom page 1)

As chairperson she ~aid she
would not only serve as mediator
of council affairs but also serve on
three or four committees and
attend faculty meetings.
"fm very interested in how the
politics of the university work !IS
rve never been to the lower levels
of operations," Hardy said. "It's
invigorating to watch the antics.
Last year I watched how policy
was made, how compromise was
needed, how people have to work
together.''

spec-tuum
bo"to

COMMERCIAL
21li7Si\N Mi\TEO NE

She said if some professors
emphasized university politics, it
was because there was a need to
know how to handle the politics,
a need for in-depth knowledge
and understanding along the lines
of Janice Arnold's suggested
Clinical Education Program.

"It's a good idea, 11 she stated,
ucvcn if for only one semester. We
need to get people to see the
politics involved. You can't see
this if you go to council only once
a month."
"Last year Stan Read and John
Pope worked like dogs to change
the faculty's and administration's
attitudes to accept grads as full
voting members on committees,''
she said. "We'll continue
working-it's a close, never-ending
process to show that graduate
students are knowledgeable, hard
working and capable if given the
opportunity.''
Hardy stated she thought the
council needed a parliamentarian
and if she were elected she would
appoint one immediately.
"If I'm not elected, I'll still
support the council ami its
activities under rrom Ii'oy ~ 11 Hardy

by Garry Trudeau
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Campus Crusade
The Campus Crusade for Christ
will hold a "College Life"
get-together every Friday at 6:30
p.m. in the Hokona Hall Lounge.
AU students are invit.ed to attend.
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The giant anteater's
nozzle-shaped mouth is more than

~NNIIMif'l!

YOU'LL LOVE OUR

GREAT FOOD
TACOS
CHILl
TOSTADAS ENCHILADAS
BURRITOS TAWIALES

a foot. long, l.)ut its mouth is no

Equal Time

wider than the head of a thumb
lack.

(continued {rom page 2)
women lhink of it consciously,
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INTERNATIONAL

Professional
Hair Design for Men

.\. .; I

FRIJOLES
COMBINATION·
PLATES

(YOUR CHOICE, MILD OR SPICY)

EAT HERE • CARRY.OUT

FIESTA SPECIAL
2 Enchlladas·l Taco
Spanish Style-Frijoles

Expa~t

Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment Only

99c
1830 LOMAS N.E.
2308 EUBANK N.E.

DIAL 255-0166
7804 Central SE
between Louisiana & Wyomin

GSA ELECTIONS
September 24th (Monday)
on the MALL
at the LAW SCHOOL
at FARRIS Engineering Center
in the GSA office
(Room 106-SUB)
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from whom they want it.
If this movement is about
but H happens every Lime you do liberation and love and respect for
something because he wants to, everyone, simply on the basis of
even if you don't. It happens lheir humanity, then we women
every time you say or do will have to insist upon that, and
something, not because it's true of our own values. Men, if they want
you, but because you'll get points us, will have to go along with it.
with some man. It happens every Perhaps then we really will have a
time you think in terms of, "What revolution, not just a little action
would he w3.nt wilh me?" instead here and there.
of, "What do I want with him?"
Sermonette
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-PakiSo far, little mention has been stan Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali
made of love and trust and Bhuno said Wednesday he is
.com mitmcnt (like passion, puzzled about the furor over the
.;,hi-fashioned words): The Watergate in the United States.
emphasis in our culture has been
"You make these gadgets,"
on activity and frequency and Bhuno told the National Press
ability, which is just great for
Club. "Then you get so upset when
messing people up sexually, since
no one is quite ever sure how you use them."
active and how frequent is
normal, and what's ability,
anyway? The most impressive OROVILLE. CALIF. (UPI)-Aivin
thing we (women and men) can Alonzo Wetmore, an oldtime cowdo is try to figure out what it is boy who at 101 said he still drank
we want from each other. I think "all the bourbon l can get my
that under the surface, we do hands on." is dead at the age of
want all those undefinable and 102.
Friends said Wetmore, a former
elusive things that we pretend are
so traditional and uncool.
ox cart and bull driver, succumbed
If we want those things-and let during the weekend.
us hope that our motivations lie
He also said he smoked a pack of
somewhere in that category of cigarenes daily.
_::._
human emotions-the best way to
guarantee getting it is by being
The abacus was probably first
honest and human, with as few used by the Babylonians as long
games as possible, with as few ago as 3500 years. In various
objects as possible. Women must forms it was known and used by
decide what it is they want, and in ancient Hindus, Egyptians and
what forms they want it, and Greeks.
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9am-4pm
!Oam-4pm
9am-lpm

Central & San Pedro SE
Juan Tabo &
ndeJaria NE

6pm-9:30pm

10%
September 25th (Tuesday
on the MALL
at FARRIS Engineering Center
in the GSA office
(Room 106-SUB)

off

·With Student I. D
9am-4pm
II am-3pm

ALCULATOR
large Selection

6pm-9:30pm

Pocket, AC-DC,
~·"

GRAD STUDENTS-VOTE!!

· :tlnuutuiu Qtbultt
1406 EUBANK BL VO., N.E.~298-4296
Spm:iulists in lightwnight tnounfttintwring.qo(lr,
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Truffaut Turns toStraightComedy "
"
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Truffaut used to be ll tetl him to the exclusive circles of
"SUCH A GOIWEOUS filmFrancois
critic. lie blasted the French · the "new wave" in France (OodKID LIKE ME"
film industry relentlessly and accu- tlartl el al). By 1960 he had firmly
Francois Trutfaut
rately. It worked. Somebody finally established himself with "Shoot the
(Guild Thcater/$1.75; $1.50 got tired of' Truffaut's tirades and Piano Player" but American audidecided to shut him up once and ences still remember him best for
students and military)
for all hy giving him a chnnce to do "Farenhcit45 J."
His star IHIS fallen in recent years
a f'ilm of his own. The result was
By MICHAEL BLAKE
"Les M is tons" and that film admit- but luckily an arti;t i; only as good.

* * *

~

as his/her last piece and with "Such A Gorgeous Kid Like Me"
(opening tonight) T;uffaut's. scoreboard has some pomts on 11 once
again.
Humor
There has always been an elc·.
ment of humor in his movies but
this time Truffaut decided to hang
it all out and make a full blown
comedy. In fact you might say that
Trufaut's approach had done
something of a flip-flop here with

comedy taking center stage and ~
social comm.entary assuming a sup·
porting role. They're both en- t:l
twined of C!>Urse and the result is a
hilarious hour and a halfofsacreli- ~
gious social muck-raking.
Bernadette Lafont makes it all tr
0
happen as Camilla Bliss. an incur·
able criminal cooling her heels in a .@
French prison on a murder charge.
But Stanislas Previn, a dedicated,
well-schooled. and utterly naive .,

a·
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(continued on page 7)
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I'm sure ABC made a bundle in their broadcast of the historic Billie
Jean K.ing Bobby Riggs tennis match, but they wasted a small ch~nk ?~it
when they hired tennis pro Ros~mary Casals as~ commentator. F emm1st
Gloria Steinem may not know hb from Job, bultfall ABC wanted was an
outraged feminist to insult male chauvinist Riggs, Steinem could have
done a more. intelligent Jo.b of it. I ass~ me ~asals ~as chos.en for her
tennis expertiSe, but she d1splayed precmus little of 1( last mght as she
spent the evening turning our stomachs with petty insults of Riggs which
only detracted from the fine performance King turned in. I expected it
much sooner. but sporscaster Howard Cassell fin~lly turned. on C~sals,
and when he did I cheered nearly as loud as I dtd when Kmg fimshed
Riggs in three straight sets. Despite the Jockey shorts commercials,
Howard's still one of my heroes.

We've added a comtJiete electric shop to the finest selection of Acoustic
guitars in the Southwest! We now carry such names as: Guild, Gibson,
Rickenbacker, Hiwatt, Sonax, Peavey, FarFisa, Maestro and are proud to
announce as the latest additions from England, Sound City amplifiers and
the Fantastic Mellotron-the ultimate in keyboard instruments.
""

STORE WIDE SALE!
covering e/ectrics, Acoustics, Amplifiers,
/(eyhoard and Percussion Instruments!
See the following in stock on our showroom floor
•Davoli Synthesizer
new at only $499.00
•The Mellotron-the a.mazing new
English Keyboard instrument
you've been hearing about!

Over 1 00 models of acoustic guitars
in stock. Names such as Guild, Martin, Gibson, Ovation, Pimentel, Alvarez, Yamaha, Epiphone, Madeira, &
many others, all available in 12
strings, classicals, and flat tops.

•Hayman Drums-Top sellers in Europe
¥such guitars as the Gibson Super 400,
Les Paul and 355 Stereo-Rickenbacker
basses, Ovation Breadwinner and the
Guild Bluesbird

Register for Free Guitars
to' be given away during our
Grand Opening

.*.

So far Popular Entertainment Committee has all their best eggs in a
three-day basket, but what a great one that first week in October is going
to be.
We get Bette Midler on Thursday (Oct. 4) in Popejoy Hall, the perfect
setting for an act like hers-thank goodness we don't have to see her
swallowed by the Arena (though she's one of the few single performers
who just might be able to do the swallowing). I caught her for the first
time last week on the l:onight show, having ouly read and heard stories of
this fantastic talent for•a· year (I was out of the country-how else could I
have missed out on Bette M idler?). and just that briefsampling seemed to
justify all I had heard about her.
But even more exciting for an old rock and roller like me is the prospect
of finally getting to sec and hear Rod Stewart and them Faces (Tuesday,
Oct. 2. UNM Arena). Stewart's conceited, obnoxious, a dedicated boozer,
often sloppy in concert-but still possibly the best rock vocalist ever to
strut a stage. Many are compared to him, but no one touches him. And the
Faces, when they're right, can back him with mean justice.
There's a new face in the Faces now. a new bass face, of the Oriental
race, belonging to Yamauchi Tetsu, formerly of Kossotf, Kirk, Tetsu, and
Rabbit, and before that of Free. I'm sorry to see Ronnie Lane go-he was
one of the orig!nal Small ("ltchy~oo Park") Faces-but \cl~U is goo, _a~d
from the familiar way he's fondlmg a bottle of Teachers 1n a pubhcJty
photi I haye of the group. he should fit in wei! with this de!?ener?ge gan.g.
With lnsh blues man Rory Gallagher Jeadmg off that n1ght, 1t prom1~es
to be an incredible show. I was only vaguely aware of Gallagher u~t!l I
saw what a following he has in Europe, and rightly so: I took a close_ilsten
to his albums. and he knocked me out. He was supposedly mamly a
rocker in his d 1ys as lead guitarist for Tast (they too garnere? little
attention in the Stales). but now he's strictly a gut blues guitanst and
•
screamer-among the best.
I can't see that these two acts will be competing with each other, thoug!l
they're not totally dissimilar, but if they both put on peak performances 1t
could easily be ambng the finest half-dozen shows Albuquerque's ever
·
seen. Here's hoping.
Later PEC-sponsored shows include Roberta Flack (I love that
woman), Chicago (yawn), and-can you dit it, Albuquerque, for the
seventh time?-Three Dog Night. I must admit, though that I've seen the
Dogs on each of their previous appearances here, and they put on a damn
fine show four out of the six times-not a bad percentage. At least they
care about their audience and give it their all, and they're highly
competent though not creative musicians. Wouldn't buy their albums
though. except maybe the greatest hits one.

•••
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2212 CENTRAL, SE

(Across from UMM)

266-Zl38

I must commend Film Committe chairman Mike Quinn for making the
difficult decision last weekend of going ahead with a midnight showing of
"A Streetcar Named Desire," which he had scheduled and announced two
hours earli.er when many had to be turned away from the 10:00 showi~g.
but for wh1ch only 10 people finally show.ed up. He and the other workmg
that night made it politely clear they'd rather be home in bed before three.
but when just one person also politely insisted she very much wanted to
see the film and had gone to some inconvenience to show up at mignight,
Quinn agreed to go ahead with it. All administrators should be so
responsive to the public's desires.

•**
"Satyricon" and "Let It Be" are a pretty strange pairing for a double
feature. but that's what Don Puncho's is currently running. "Satyricon" is
Fcllini a this freakiest, a mind-boggling odyssey through the decadence of
ancient Rome. "Let It Be" shows decay too, of the strong bonds that once
existed between the members of the finest rock band ever. the Beatles. I
don't know how these Hicks will work t<>gether. but individually f highly
rectlmmend them both-they're both outstanding. though in very different
ways.
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TruffauL.

knmvs very well thnt the world is
alwnys
eager to rcwttrd incompe~
(continued {rom page 6)
ance and in the end she makes I(
sociologist hunting for a thcsb on big. In the interim Truggaut takes
criminal women seeks her out and perfect uim and deals riotous body
the fun begins.
blows to the professit>ns or nightStanis! as wonts her story and the club sin~ing, h11v, God, and even
~orgeous kid. visions of scoring
filmmaking.
dough on a book swimming in her
As for poor Stanislas, he (like
head. is only too huppy to oblige. everybody else) ends up just anothWhile manipulating Stanislas for er fly stuck in the goo of the
goodies she lays her story before gorgeous kid's conniving. and any
him. a 7.any, sordid tale that begins viewer seriously contcrnplnting n
with the "accidental" demise of her career in sociology will be shown
bollzing papa. Stanislas chalks that the folly of such thinking in no
up to an unhappy childhood but _u neert arn terms.
the simple truth is that Camilla was
I suppose you could say that
tired or being kicked around the "Such A Gorgeous Kid" is a film
farm.
ubout foibles. It's as if Trufraut
Unfolding through a series of c:ntgl\t us ull preening in them irror
expertly
cxecu ted
llash hacks,
dreaming about being something
Camilla's talc takes off in high we're
not. He must have had great
gear. She marries a dolt named
Clovis and immediately sets about
to get rid of his mother. reputed to
have socked awnv a sizable .llllll of
cash. She tries 11) get rid or Clovis
too be he hangs on doggedly.
The "gorgeous kid's" dream is to
become a famous singer. She has
absolute no talent but Truffaul
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Faces/Gallagher

HA1\\L_ET

Rory Gallagher. superb British
blues guitarist and singer, and former lead guitarist for Taste. will be
the lead-off act when the Faces
(featuring Rod Stewart) appear in
concert at University Arena Oct. 2,
Tuesday. at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4,
$5, and $6, with a $1 discount for
UNM students.

The
Classics
Theatre Company of
Albuquerque is presenting Shakespeare's "Hamlet"
in Popejoy Hall, tonight through Satur..
day night at 8:15
p.m., with a matinee
performance Sunday
at 2:15 p.m. Tickets
arc $2, $2.50, and
$3, with a discount
for
students;
all
seats arc reserved.
Call 277-3121 for reservations.

'American Graffiti':
Were You There?
"AMERICAN GRAFFITII
George Lucas
(Fox Winrock Theater/$2;
$1.50 with Fox discount card)

* * *

By CHARLES ANDREWS
Where were youin '62
If you were high school age then
or near it. you remember:
cruisin' ... "16 Candles" ...makin'
out . , , "Teen
An·
gel" , .. drive-in carhops on rol·
ler skates ... "The Great Pretenup
booze
der" •.. barfing
... ~'Barbara Ann" ... "Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes" ... sock hops
•.. "Surfin' Safari" ... water
... "Runaway" ..
balloons
skulls and dice hanging from rear
view mirrors •.. "Since I Don'!
Have You" ..• shootin' the moon
· ·.. American Graffiti:' (opening
today at the Fox) is pure nostal·
gia-and it's great. lfyou'rc from
that era. I can't predict how the
"younger generation" will react to
it, though.
•
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Studunt Special
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Wash, Wax, & Dry
$LOS with l.lJ.
University Cnr Wash
1107 University

N
~

S
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FO·REIG·l1 i1U00 WO'R1<S
POI\IIPI.~TIO f'Of\~ION

CAR f1£Mlll

Expert Mechanics
Honest Prices
All work fully gtJsrnnteed

4901 Gibson SE

268·9050

ONE
admitted

WIN YOUR NAVY WINGS OF GOLD
A VROC Check list;
• Must be a college freshman, sophomore, or junior in good academic standing
with at least 30 semester hours completed; application accepted without
regard to race, creed or national origin.
• Must be at least 1 7 but not older than 2 7 Y2 at time of commissioning for
pilots and naval flight officers.
• Must have 20/20 vision for pilots or 20/70 (correctable to 20/20) for naval
flight Officers and have normal color perception.
·
• Must pass physical and mental exams.
• Must have a desire to fly.

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
• Eight weeks Aviation Officer Candidate School betwee~ junior ~nd .seni?r
year with pay plus eight weeks AOCS after graduatton culmmatmg m
commissioning as Ensign. EARN YOUR WINGS OF GOLD THROUGH THE
FINEST FLIGHT TRAINING IN THE WORLD, worth up to $500,000.00,

ADVANTAGES
• Pay longeveity-it is possible to earn over $.1 ,000.00 a month one year after
graduation from college.
• After graduation from college you need only 8 weeks of Aviation Officer
Candidate School prior to commissioning as compared to 1 6 weeks or longer
under other programs.

YOU MAY HAVE WHAT IT TAKES
Contact:
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Director/writer George Lucas
graduated from high school in
I962. and instead of doing the
usual corny thing for his class's
tenth year after graduation-like a
reunion-he decided to gift himself,
them. and us with this filmed
recreation of "those wonderful
years." There's really no plot: just
one night at summer's end after
graduation. in which everything
that ever happened to the typical
1962tecnager happens. It's all real,
it's all everyday-type stuff-and it's
a riot.
Charlie Martin Smith steals the
show as Terry. the goofy hanger-on
who moves several notches up the
social ladder when his buddy Steve
(Ronny Howard-remember Opie
from "Andy Griffith?'.') leaves him
his '58 Impala to use while he's
away at college. The Impala sna~s
him an evening witli Debb1e
(Candy Clark), a bitchin' blonde
who is nearly as good in her role.
If you're old enough to. rcme~
ber it (and maybe even 1f you re
not) and loo>c enough to be able to
laugh at yourself. cruise by and
catch this one.
.

fun making it and, though there's
no classic here, you'll have a lot of
fun seeing j( ..-unless you're a
sociologist of course in which cttse
you'll want to leave before any·
hody asks you what you do for a
•·
living.

Lt. "Skeeter" Dickson
Mesa Vista Placement Center, U NM
1 7 through 21 September
or call 766-2327

Consumer Handbook~ Published
. lly RICH ROBERTS
or lhc J.,obo St;~ff
For the graduate student with
only a few shekels in hand or
pocket, the Graduate Student
Association has, published "The
GSA Consuming Handbook or
you can't believe everything you
read in phone booths" to answer
some of those desperate sighs,
The majority of tho book
covers the essential areas of food
in various forms and disguises,
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stores for clothes, bool,s, records,
housing, whore to have that snort
when you need it or even if you
don't, how to get there, where to
escape it all in the mountains,
what to do when a victim of crime
or in need of legal aid, what to do
with any money you have left
when ~ax time comes.
On food, they've done two
good surveys of the seven leading
supermarkets or if you prefer the
old-fashioned-meat markeLs, ~

,

\)W~
unusual

modern

OFFERS: Leather Wallets from
Morocco, Chess Sets from
Europe, Boxes from Poland &
India, Exotic Jewelry from Persia & India (Agates), Rugs
from Belgium & Morocco, Art
Nouveau
Posters,
Dresses
from Columbia & India.

gifts
266-1111
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you h.llven 't become a vegetarian
involuntarily, bakeries and various
health-food stores,
If your budget doesn't even
cover food, ihf3re's a section on
where and how to get food
st1unps, Or if you prefer eating
out, a selection or restaurants, not
exhaustive, but adequate.
Here they explain what GSA is
and provide a guid<llist to
attaining Nirvana, in this cas<"
your mastflr's or doctorate degree.
Aside from descriptions of the
minority centers and ihe health
center and dental clin_ic, their
advice on the lost world of
Zimmerman Library should be
heeded by aiL

2218 Central SE
(opposite Yale Park)
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World

UNM Police News

Ne<Zvs

By DENISE TESSIER

By United Press International

Of the Lobo Staff

t::l

BELFAST, NORTHERN
IRELAND-Terrorists blew up a
four-story warehouse containing
150,000 gallons of wine and
whiskey in Londonderry and
bombed a dairy in tbe Northern
Ireland countryside Wednesday
night. Police reported heavy
damage but no injuries.
The warehouse was destroyed
by the fire that followed the blast.
A bomb later exploded in a
dairy in the village of Aughcr in
County 'l'yronc, wrecking the
dairy and causing minor damage
to surrounding houses, police said.
There were no injuries, they said.

~.

13 miles southwest of Phnom
Penh, command spokesman Am
Rong said.
Ho said Wednesday that truck
convoys have not yet started using
the route because one of the
bridges along the highway might
not be structurally safe.
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DENVER-Three of the five
>-'
surviving Stanek sextuplets railed
Thursday from a lung disease that t<;
killed their sister. Doctors said the __,
two children that were in the
poorest condition showed definite
improvcrncn t.
"All of them improved during
the
night," said Dr. Tibor EngeL
PHNOM PENH-Highway 4,Phnom Penh's route Lo the sea, "It's a good sign, we're still
was open Wednesday after being cautiously optimistic."
The two most severely stricken,.
severed for 3 1h weeks, but truck
Catherine
and Nathan, were taken
convoys had not yet started
off
the
poor
condition report and
moving with supplies for the
listed
in
satisfactory
condition.
capitaL
They
were
on
respirators
but both
The road was reopened
showed
improvement.
The
other
Tuesday when troops moving
stricken
child,
Stephen,
also
was
north from Kompong Speu, 30 satisfactory,
miles southwest of Phnom Penh,
and units from ihe capital linked
up near the village of Ang Snoul,
W ASHING'l'ON-The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, in a
report 011 the nomination of
Henry Kissinger as Secretary of
State, Thursday concluded that
the administration had "very
little, if any, justification" for
wiretaps of 17 newsmen and
government officials in 1969 and
1970.
The report also concluded that
Kissinger's role in the wiretaps
was not grounds for rejecting his
nomination. Kissinger, who served
previously as President Nixon's
National Security Adviser, was
expected to be co11firmed
overwhelmingly when the Se11ate
votes today.
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Get off·
the farm
and
come on over
to Annie

WASHINGTON-Six
Americans, including two priests,
are being held by Chile's new
military government, the State
Department said Thursday.
The U.S. Embassy in Santiago
has asked officials for all the facts.
"We have instructed the
embassy to continue efforts to
communicate with all American
citizens we have reason to believe
have been detained," John King, a
Department spokesman said.
The priests were identified as
Joseph Dougherty and Francis
Flynn. The other four were
identified as Adam Schesch, his
wife Patricia Schesch, Carol Nesso
and David Cusack.

Two students were arrested for
disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest Saturday afternoon near the
Fine Arts Center. One of the two
was ridingo erratically on a
10-speed bike on Redondo,
causing two cars to swerve out of
his way, police said. He was
reported to be under the influence
of alcohol and belligerent to
police. A second student ran up
and tried to prevent the arrest of
the first student, also using
belligere11t language, police said.
He was also charged with
obstructing a peace officer.

* * *

Police said a young man
exposed himself this week inside
the lobby of the Alpha Chi Omega
sorority house, 1635 Mesa Vista
Dr. He was described to police as
a white male of medium build,
with short brown hair and blue
eyes. The subject was not
apprehended.

appeared to be a fire extinguisher,
police said. The car was said to
have been a white Ford with
California plates,

::·_::

registered last year, but lhat there
are several hundred· on campus
that are not registered. However,
he said, police will need help in
holding another registration next
month. ult's a good program," he
said. "We'd like to keep it."
Anyone wishing to help in the
drive is asked to co11tact Bob
Raymond at 277-2241 or at the
police station between 8-4,

* * *

Campus police would like to
hold another bicycle registration
Oct. 8-9, from 9-3, on the north
side of the police station.
Volunteers are needed on these
dates to help with the engraving
of the bikes, police said,
Of the 216 bikes stolen last
year, 161 of them were stolen
before the first bike registration
drive in July, police said, After
July, 55 bikes were stolen.
"It's a deterrent," policeman
Bob Raymond said. "There's no
question about it." He said 48
bikes have been stolen since
January of this year,
He said over 7 00 bikes were

Mon,~Fri.

William Frederick, Prince of
Orange, led a revolt against
French rule in 1813 a11d was
crowned King of the Netherlands
in 1815. Belgium seceded Oct, 4,.
1830, after a revolt and formed a
separate government. The change
was.ratificd by the two kingdoms
by treaty Aptil 19, 1839.

Pre· Legal Program
Set forM onday Night
A pre-legal program for those
interested in law school will be
held at 7:30 p.m. Monday at the
UNM Law School, 1117 Stanford,
NE,
Dean Frederick M. Hart will
discuss the nationally required
Law School Admission Test
(LSAT), how to take it and how it
is used as a basis of admission by
law schools. Assistant Dean
Hunter L, Geer will discuss
admission procedures.
Other law school faculty and
students will be on hand for

informul discussion, and for
quQstions and answers.
Refreshments will be served and
Utcrc is no ·admission charge. No
reservations are rcq uircd,

Folk Songs
Dr, Derek Swinson, formerly of
the Irish Rovers, will perform a
program of Irish, Scottish and
Canadian folk songs on Monday,
Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
250-B of the SUB. Non-members
are always welcome.

* * *

Two parking permits have been
stolen from cars since Saturday,
police said. One of the cars had
been locked. Police warned that if
a vehicle is found with a stolen
sticker it may be towed and impounded pending investigation of
the theft.
Also this week, an air filter was
taken from a vehicle parked at
2300 Redondo between 8 and 4
on Tuesday, and in the south
parking lot 11ear the tennis courts,
a wallet was stolen from a car.

* * *

Last Friday a vehicle heading
east on Los Lomas pulled
alongside a student and squirted
him with water from what

The HAND-MADE BICYCLE OF FRANCE
FROM $90

THE BIKE SHOP
823 Yale S.E.
Expert Repairs
on All Makes
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Popular LEVI'S
Nuvo jeans in a
new cuffed bell
bottom. Same
great LEVI'S
fit •.. Sta-Prest"
so they stay
neat. Terrific
choice of
fashion colors.
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Which cassette
really sounds best?
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Come in and see for yourself
at the Maxell Tape Clinic

BY
EUREKA
OF NEW YORK

TRAILWISE
SKI HUT OF BERKELEY,
CALIFORNIA

Bring your own cassettes and see how they
compare on $5,000 worth of test equipment.
This Saturday 11 :00 am till 5:00 pm

RIDGELINE DESIGNS
OF CANADA

For the serious hiker,
: bar.kpacker, and mountaineer.

1 031 San Mateo S. E.
256-9190
...

~'·~····

Special prices on Maxell Tapes during clinic.
Free Maxell UDC60 cassette to first 15
people to bring In a cassette.
just off campus behind Lobo Theater
3011 Monte Vista

HOUSE

RED HOT
PANTS
in the Mini Mall at 1710 Central SE'

UNMWomen's Volleyball Team
Features Young Hungry Spil<ers
By GREG LALIRE
The UNM women's intercollegiate volleyball team, which plays
its first game Oct. 9, is a young and
relatively inexperienced group, but
Coach Cathy Marpe expects the
girls to be very strong once they
have some playing time under their
, belts or whatever.
~·we have 13 girls on the lcam.n

A Beller Idea!

·_(~_ · ~ .:t].;<:

·W·

crown

C<HICh Marpe said in an interview
at Carlisle Gym earlier this week.
"I think they're all freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors."
~~oo we have any seniors on the
team, girls'/" M arpe asked those
players who had begun warrnLips
for practice.
"No!" called back most of the
UNM
women's intercollegiate
members
displaying
team
Volleyb:ill, at least at the women's intercollegiate level, doesn't
have a very long or very rich tru<li-
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7611 Mona ul 2%-697H

Mcnlttll & Pennsylvania

Yale Park
Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements

2316 Central SE
268-4708

Sept. 22

(4-4)

nament).

Marpe will be leading her team
against several local high schools
starting Oct. 9 against Sandia High
(4 p.m. at Carlisle Gym for those
who want to make their plans early).
"It's hard to get games because
of the ~rcat distances (between
universities)." Marpc said. "We
should have four away trips and
four at home. We'll be playing
schools from Arizona, Colorado,
Utah. and Wyoming."
Volleyballcr Debbie Davidson is
one of eight women on scholarships at UNM. and Marpe said she
believes Debbie and the 12 other
hungry young players can come out
of the season with more victories
than defeats.
"It's pretty hard to say though,"
.o--.J'""..r...r..rJJ'"'/JJ///...;""////./'.,.1""/~

ZORBA'S greek food
You'll
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UNM 28-14
Ind. 20-14
ASU 35-20
csu 18-7
Utah 42-7
Pac. 18-12

Greg Lalire
(7-1)
Tech 34-28 '
Ind. 26-23
ASU 34-24
csu 28-14
Utah 41-10
Wyo. 27-21
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No set schedule for the teum has
been worked out yet except the
vollcyballcrs will be going to the
districts in Tuscon, Nov. 3. where
two teams qualify for the regionals
(Inter-mountain conference tour-

S

Russ Parsons

UNM at Texas Tech
Indiana at Ariz.
Wash. State at ASU
NMS at CSU
UTEP at utah*
Pacific at Wyo.
*conference games

squHd,

N

Wacky Picks .. .
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Lion here at UN,M.
"This is my first year here.",
Marpe continued. "I don't think
the volleyball teams of the past
have done too much, Last year they
went to the Inter-mountain conference championship but finished
about-···SO don't mention it,"
"l don't really know how long
they've had volleyball here. Girls!,
docs anyone know how longthey've had volleyball here?"
No Seniors
"Probably only two years." a
veteran team member was heard to
reply. which might explain why
there arcn 't any seniors on the

phenomenal team unison.

InTErnaTionaL

·,

Mays Says Goodbye to Baseball

(Photo by Richard Bowman)

The Volleyball Block
the coach admitted soon after her
bold prediction. "I haven't seen
and don't know anything about the
competition,"
Don't gel the impression that
Marpe and her spikers aren't taking their volleyball seriously. They
want to win as much as anybody.
Practices are two-hours five days a
week with much of the Lime
devoted to working on conditioning. timing, and developing
quick reactions.
Weight Training
"We do have weight training for
volleyball," the coach said. "Three
sets of five on the gym apparatus
(in Johnson Gym weight room).
We try to increase vertical jumping
ability
by working on
the
quadriceps and the hamstrings. We

also work some on the arms."
M arpe plans to go with a 4-2 set
up. not to be confused with Rudy
Feldman's 5-2. This formation calls
for two Jines of three girls with the
four primary "spikcrs" on the outsides and the two "setters' between
them.
There are other formations such
as the 5-1 (five primary spikers)
and 6-0 (six primary spikers who
also obviously do all the setting)
but Marpe says these require "really skilled" players.
Give these enthusiastic youngsters a few years and maybe they'll
become "really skilled" players,
and just maybe there is a long, rich
intercollegiate volleyball tradition
in the making•

King Hustles Past Hustler
Billie Jean King was in command all the way displaying strong
and steady strokes with an absence
of error and disposed of self
proclaimed male chauvinist Bobby
Riggs in straight sets (6-4. 6-3, 6-3)
last night in the Astrodome.
The nationally televised event
began in an atmosphere of fun and
festivity. but once"lhe match got
underway it quickly changed. Both
players seemed tense at the start or
~~tentative, as commentator Rosie
Casals noted, but King settled
down and forced Riggs to play her
game (aggressive and fast).
Both entered the playing area
seated in people-drawn chariots
(King's had ostrich plumes or
something) and one was almost
reminded of a Thanksgiving
parade. Riggs gave King a giant
"Sugar Daddy" because she supposedly would be a sucker for his

Jobs. As it turned out, she turned
them into overhead winners.
King's pre-match gift to Riggs
was a rig, and both Bobby and the
anima were doing some squealing
before the night was over. Each of
the main attractions won their first
two service games, then exchanged
service breaks. King took the lead
5-4 with a "love" game,· and the
seemingly unnerved Riggs lost his
next service, double faulting on set
point.
King broke Riggs' serve five
more times in the next two sets to
upset the 5 to 2 favorite. King's
aggressiveness and quickness were
important factors in her success but
the real key was that "slick" Bobby
made more errors than '"cool" Bil~
lie Jean.
In life, as in chess, forethought
wins.-Charles Buxton.

Oil

"
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Take on Tech

The UNM football team
coming off a 48-6 season opening
win against NMS, will face a
tougher foe this week in Texas
Tech and will do it on regional
television.
Kickoff time is 12:50 in
Lubbock and the Lobes will be
taking the field with all odds
against them. UNM has beaten
Tech but once in Texas (1971)
and has a 2-15-1 mark in the series
that began in 1931.
Furthermore, the Lobos are
winless in regionally televised
games having lost to Arizona last
year (27-15), Wyoming in 1961
(33-7) and Brigham Young in
1968 (35-6).
Texas Tech which topped Utah,
29-22, in its opener had a big
second half against the Lobos last
season, and won, 41·16. The Red
Raiders had a six point lead at
halftime but went on to outscore
the Lobos 21-2 in the second half.
Tech QB Joe Barnes who
completed 9 of 16 passes in that
'72 game will be leading his team
against the Lobos again. UNM
Coach Rudy Feldman said the

Rugby Tourney

Tech lines are lighter than many
teams the Lobos will face but that
the Raiders are very strong in the
skilled positions (quarterback,
running back, and ends),
Barnes will be passing to tight
end Andre Tillman, who Feldman
said is one of the two best at thai
position in the nation, and split
ends Calvin Jones and Jeff Jobe,
Sophomore tailback Rufus Myers
led Tech with 135 yards on 29
carries against Utah and he is only
starting because George Smilb has
been botbered by a foot injury.
Fullback John Garner had 12
carries for 78 yards last week.
Lobo quarterback Don Woods
is the nation's leading ball carrier
after his 18 carries for 188 yards
performance against Uw Aggies,
but this Saturday he may be
forced to rely more on his arm
than his legs, He threw but six
times in the opener completing
two.
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(!~Impossibly beautiful. ..visually exquisite!"
-BERNARD DREW, Gannell Naws ServJc~

~eone of the most

beautifully
made pictures
of the year!"
-JEFFREY LYONS, WPFX•TV

~~Exalting!

Afilm
of rare Beauty!
It dignifies
man and life.''

~~visually

a dream
of exotic beauty...
with im~es so
potent tliat theY,
are unforgettaJileZ'
-LEO LERMAN, M•demolr•ll•

~~n unusual and

welcome
experience."
-WFlltAM WOLF, Cue

~~visually it is

sheer poetr:r,.
The sfory telling
is impressive:'
-HOWARD KISSrL, Wom111n'.s Wut Deli'/
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Eastdale Theater

Starts Today

.P

Candelaria & Eubank

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR "'

FRIDAY
SAT URDAY
·

Mays snid, "With the club moving
in the last. C(luplc or weeks, I said,
'Hey, maybe they don't need me.'
I don't want to interfere with the
team's progress wlwn they still
have a shot at the pennant,"
Mays saiu his plans for next
yca1· with the Mets are still
indefinite. He~s on the second
year or a 10-year contl·act that
~tipulates he'll receive $50,000 a
yem· once he quits playing.

"A sheer de l1' g h t I''

-NORMA McL.A.tN STOOP, After D.,k

ALFRED

wine is available anywhere
wine is sold. Remember
Watermellow has no seeds.

cassoway which has powerful legs
and knifelike claws. A kick from a
cassoway, which is nalive t.o
Australia and New Guint~a, cnn
cl'ipple or even kill a man.

Today, Friday, Sept. 21, is the
last day to drop a class without
receiving a grade from the
professor of the course. Schedule
changes are made in room 219 of
'Scholes Hall.

A deadly new
twist from the
original Hitchcock.

The first wine with the honest to goodness taste of real
watermelon. Watermellow

: 'riw most dangerous bird is the

Mays of many of the talents
which made hitn t.he mos1, exciting
baseball player of the past two
decades, He was hitting just .2ll
this year,
Mays, who'll be honored
Tuesday t>ight at Shea Stadium,
said his rctil·ement is effective at
the end of this season and
indicnted he'll make nt least one
more token appearance before he
takes off his uniform for good.
Mays, who sia>·tod his cm·e(>t·
with the New York Giants in
1951 nnd moved with them to
San Ft·ancisco in 1958 bofoi'C
bdng traded to the New York
Mets in 1972, hasn't played since
Sept. 9 when he injured his ribs.
Explaining his decision lo
an 11 ounce- h ls retirement. now,

Last Day to Drop

There will be two days of rugby ,.=;;;r:::;;;:::==:::=;:;=;:;;;::;::=;:=::~:=;~::;
competition (High Desert Classic
Tournament) on the Johnson
Gym fields this weekend,
featuring both the men's and
women's rugby clubs.
The men's play begins at 10
a.m. (continuous games to 6 p.m.)
Saturday with 12 teams, including
ones from Socorro, Santa Fe, and
Kirtland Air ~orce base,
competing.
UNM's women's rugby club will
play a team from Austin, Tex.,
Sunday morning before the
continuation of' the ·men's
tournament. Last year's winner of
this single elimination (with
loser's bracket) tournament was
Colorado which is back.
The Lobo men's team has a 1-1
record this season having beaten
Socorro and lost to Santa Fe,

HITCHCOCK'S
"FRENZY"

NEW YORK (UPI)-Willie Mays
officially said goodbye to baseball
Thursday but left no doubt thai
his love affair with the game will
never bun1 out.
"It's difficult lo explain how
m.uch l love bnscbal1," Mays, 42,
said in announcing his retirem(l'nf.
from the game after a 22-ycat'
career,
"You might call it a love
affair,*' Mays said. 14 Wf!''ve ll<"("n
togcthet· 22 years and they've
bC'I."ll L<'rrific years. I don't know if
I'm saying this dghl, hut that's
tho way r feel."
Age and injuries had mbbcd

294-3100

6, 8, 10pm.

Showtimes 7:30 & 9:30
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RatCR: 10~ per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to Insertion of advertisement,
Where: J outnnllsm Duildlng, Room 206,

1)

3)

PERSONALS

JEWELRY - Speclnlizinrt In cuatom engagement - wedding acts. Charlie Ro·
mcro, 208·3806,
9/28
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING tonight, 7·11. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
9/21
SUNDAY NlTE SANDWICH SHOPPE,
chili & ~oup, li: 30-8 :00, 425 Univen~ity
NE.
9/21
PREGNANT AND l'U~EO HELP 1 You
have friends who cure at Birthright.
247-11819.
SEPT. 30 is the deadline for submissions
of stories, poclry, drawings, unci photographs for the Sept./Oct. laaue, Thunderbirr! magnzine-201) Journnli&m building.
Next to Yrllc Park.
DANCE Wl'l'II GAY Lin to Sweet Chocolate, !1/22, 8:00 pm, SUB Dull room, $1.
0/21
IF YOU IIAVE A JIASSJ.E Pcrlmps we
eun help. We listen, AGORA. Cull 277H013 or atop by NW corner of Mesa
Vista.
9/21
WOULD YOU LIKE to fly In my benuli!ul
balloon 'I Cull Steve nt 765-1927.
9/21
DELICIOUS FOOD - 'reasonably priced;
12:00-1:11i, Mon-Fri; Canterbury Chnpcl
9/21
425 University NE.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Daily
Lobo. Apply in person nt the Lobo, room
168 of Student Pubiicntlona.
2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Men's pre.~cription glasses in
leather case-Identify & claim in Journnlism, room 201i.
LOST: Dlnek suede sholderbm~. containing
prescription sunglnllscs. Plcnsc return.
Jane, 1611 Lend SE, Apt. 3.
!l/26
FOUND: Hinck men's wallet with ID's.
Identify and elnim in .Journalism 205.
FOUND: 'fcxtbook in Ed 101. Identify
nnd claim. 266-4928 after 6 pm.
•
FOUND: G mo. old tigc~-strlpc kitten, Friday nile, 200 block o£ Stanford. Cnll 2664604.

I

---

3)

,-

Clnesltled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. a7106

5)

SERVICES

LEARN 'fO FLY~UNM. Flying Club is
FAA approved- new aircraft- lowest
rates, 21)6-7682, 898-7171,
9/21
CLASSICAL GUITAR INS'fRUCTION.
UNM guitar mnjor, Student ot licctor
Gnrcln. 766-57Gii.
ll/28

FOR HENT

tJ.)

HEDJ~OOM ndobc housa, unfurnished,
$1-10 month. 242-7016 atfer 6 pm. 9/24
UNFURNISHED ROOM in 3 bedroom
houac Jocnled nenr l-40 nnd Snn Mnteo.
$60 n month, 268-0130, 2604 Mndcira NE.
!l/21
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMEN'fS. Adobe
Styk~l & 2 Dds. Furn. & Unfum.Ulllitics includ!!<i, Pool, gns bnrbcqm:,
lnrge bnlconi('!l, snunn, ref. nir, 10 min.
from UNM. Wnt!'rbcds nermlttcd. From
$150.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266-6071,
Student.q & profcssorn wclc:omc Ill
ROOMMATE WANTED, own room, 3
blocl(s from. UNM, $50. David. 842-0820.
!l/24
LUCA YA HOUSE SOUTH, Lend & Maple
SE. From $126 per mouth. Large 1 DR,
2 BR, & cffirlcncics. Privnte bnlconles,
parking, full-security building, completely
furnished, rclrigernted nir. Cnll Jim nt
843-7032.
tfn

2

FEMAJ,Jil ROOMMATE to shnre 2 bdrm.
nllt. Preferably grndunte student. 5 min.
from cnmpus. $97.60/mo. Includes utilities, Cnll Debbie dnys: 277-6200, even·
lngs: 266-9432.
!l/17

FORSALE

5l

l!Hi!l Eeonolinc vnn % ton VB nutomntic.

.Tust ovcrhnuled. $1250. 898-7664.
9/27
---=------1071 BSA 500 Victor Roud nnd trnil bike.
$700. PH 345-1068.
fJ/27
E'l'NI1NA • GT~TZEN SEVERNlNSEN
MODNL trumpet. with trigger, 'fwo ycnrs
old but never used-like new. Call 2091:lllO for more dctn!IR.
9/21
USlm ROGER DRUM SET, rompletc.
Good condition. For info. 877·3795. 9/27
FOR SALE: 10-spced Peugot, excellent
condition. Cull 243-7112 after fi pm, D/21
-~·

~
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---.;-··-· ·---- - ....
1062 CHEVY II, $126 or 'Qest offer. Must

SERVICES

ABSOLUTELY FREE I ROOMMATE REFERRAL SERVICE. Need n roommate
!or your house or npt? We will find you
one fast I Need n roommate with n
house7 You can be looking nt p)nccs
todnY I A free s~rvice from Homeflndem.
4011i Central NE. 266·7991.
tfn
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP/Auto
flrc, renter's lire, b·uck, eommcrclnl, Ask
for Joe Allen, 266-0626.
9/21i
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, liP·
plication photographs. Close, quick, anne.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Duttcrtlclds.
266-9957.
tfn
ASTROLOGY everything you always
wanted to know. Classes & horoscopes.
268-0905.
9/26
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town, fast, plcnsh11r.
Ncar UNM. Cull 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girnrd N.E.
!l/7

sell ••Tim, 277-3296.
9/21
HOMBMADE CADOVER CAMPER, $200
or bcsL offer, 266-8126. Ask for Matthew.
9/25
HOCl<·WESTERN-EASY LISTENING 8·
truck tnpcs, $2-2220 Central SE. 9/24
BEAUTIFUL ORGANIC APPLES, nil
vnrleties, $3.00 n bushel. For directions
after 3:30, 873-0343.
9/24
1DG9 FORD GALAXY 3!10, AC, Stereo,
power steering, good tires, excellent condition, 70,000 miles, $1000. 2Gii-3076. D/24
'72 CHEVY VEGA, Must sell-perfect conditio_n. 843-6773 evenings.
9/24
1971 HONDA CD 350. Best afTer, 344-3949.
9/21
1059 GMC ton lh motor home, 14x8, redwoo() pnnclcd, propane stove, refrigerator. 807-li41G.
9/21

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Lnw School
Clinical Progrnm offers legal services
for students nnd stnfT. Furnished by
qualified lnw students umler faculty supervision. Avnilnbility limited to those
who.qe usscts nnd income do not exceed
established s:m idcllncs. liOc rcs:dstrntion
fcc. Cnll 277-2913 or 277-3604 for information and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students or UNM.
tCn

BICYCLES. Lowest prices on world
t'hnmpion mnkcs. Gitnnc, Zeus, Ataln
from $85. Used bikes. Dick Hallett, 2661702.
9/21
HHi6 CORVETTE, Conv, hnrd top. Good
ron,lition. 2220 Ccntrnl SE, $1400. 9/24
FHmWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student.
Phones: 242-8170, 842-9086, 877-8508.
10/1
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NEW YORK (UPI-John B.
Connally, former Texas governmor
and advisor to President Nixon.
Wednesday said he has "no plans
to run for any office" in the 1976
national elections.

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

FOH SALE

DICYCLES. SPECii\LIST In finest world
champion bikca, Bertin, Zcu~, I,.egnnno, ·
Gltnnc from $85, Used truck bikes. Dick
Hsdlet, 266-2784.
9/31
WHJI.. E 'fHEY LAST. Duck issues of the
D11iiY Lobo nrc sold for lOc each in Student Pubiicnllons BusinCSB Office room
20u, J ournnllarn Building.
30 PORTABLE TV's, $25-$60. 441 Wyoming NE. 265-6!187.
10/29

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PAHT-TlME JODS nt $!10 week, 277-2196
l''ridny between 3:30-4:30,
9/21
'fWO PAWI'-TIMJ~ male laundromat attt'ndnnts. 6 :00-!l: 30 pm. Mon. thru Fri.
U to 7 :30: Sat & Supn. Dnya to be determined. $1.60 hr. 2106 Ccntrnl SE. 9/27
,JOB OPPORTUNITY for on-campus student lntcrl'stt:'d In astrology, If you need
cxtrn cash, send your name, blrthdnte,
Y<'nr, phu·<', n!ld hour of birth to CAMPUS AS'l'ROLOGY, Dox 397, Aberdeen,
South Dnkotn, 67401. No fees, this Ia n
honnfldc job offer.
9/26
PIANO ACCOMPANIST wnntcd for Dnl·
let school. Good sight rend<Jr, 266·8160 or
266-3262,
9/24
GIRl, 'l'YPIST with own portable to type
mnnuscript couple hours·pcr'dny. $2 per
hour. Come between 6-8 evenings, 812
AmoS&
~21
7)

B'ut he added hastily. "1976 is a
long way off. A lot of things c<tn
happen between now and 1976.
"rl' you don't think so," he said,
"think back to last summer. Think
back to leass than a year ago. The
President of the United States had
the most resounding victory of
United
States • politics.
The
situation's changed a little bit
today."

Repeatedly
questioned
by
newsmen if he would run for office
in 1976, Connally said. ''I'm sure I
won't."
"You're sure you won't?"
repeated one dubious newsman.
Connally replied, 1'0h. I'm sure. I
hnve no plans-! certainly have no
plans to be a candidate for
anything."

AMSTERDAM (UPI)-American Jass musician Ben Webster,
who played saxophone in the Fletcher Henderson. Duke Ellington,
and Count Basie orchestras, died
Thursday of cerebral thrombosis.
He was64.
Webster will be buried in
Copenhagen where he lived in recent years. friends of the musician
said.
Born in Kansas City. Mo. in
1909. the tenor sax artist started his
career with the Henderson orchestra.
In I 945 he became a soloist and
made a number of European tours.
He had lived in Europe since 1964.
Webster became ill a day after
his final concert on Sept. 6 at the
Students Club of Leyden, he was
admitted to St. Lucas Hospital in
Amsterdam. where
he died
Thursday morning. friends said.

Should Be
Humans
LONDON
(UPI)-Human
"guinea pigs" should replace
animals in the world's research
laboratories, a Nobel Prize-winning physician said yesterday.
Dr. U.S. Von Euler of the Karolinska Institute of Stockholm,
added that more caution would be
needed in using humans for test,
but it would increase the security
on side effects and lead to new and
better drugs.

T

120 Harvard S. E.

Rechartering deadline for Student Organizations is Friday, Scptcm·
- bcr 21. Check your mailbox for rechartering packet.

MISCELLANEOUS

SENIORS plnnning to take GRE. Get special Cree math instruction. Sec nd In
Monday Lobo for details.
9/21
HAVE 21,{: ton truck-do hauling, p)netering adobe work. M.A.D. LTD. 266-0494,
344-5571, 877-7701.
!l/27
HIP 1UTUAJ.~ MUSICAL open to singers,
dunccrs, inventive performers, casting
soon. Cull 266-9040, day or night.
9/26
NEW ALTERNATIVE THEATRE seeking designers, costumes, artistic skilled,
unskilled builders etc. Cnll 266-9046 day
or night.
9/24

'Guinea Pigs'

September 28, 1973 is Student Activities Night 6:00 to 11:00 pm in
the New Mexico Union.
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9:00a.m. to 1: 15 p.m.

I
!

Quick service at the right price.

NEWMAN CENTER
1815 Las Lomas, N.W.
l- ~
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POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF "NEW MEXICO

and
Albuquerque Classics Theater
present

·-·
...

~

Shakespeare's Great Tragedy

HAMLET
' '

This week-Thursday thru Saturday at 8:15p.m.
Matinee Sunday Sept. 23 at 2:15p.m.
Tickets s3 .00, s2.50; 52.00
Students s1.00 Discount

CIVIC AUDITORIUM SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 22nd
8:00pm TICKETS ON SALE AT THESE LOCATIONS:
RECORDS N TAPES.1..Wyoming Mall Shopping Center and
6801 North Fourth Street
R I EDLI NGS-Downtown
GOLD STREET. CIRCUS RECORDS-Across from UNM
and the CANDYMAN in Santa Fe.

Telephone 277-3121
_,
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